
Winner of many international awards
The AEbox is the housing for the various AEpack 
modules used for AEOS security management. 
A number of international awards for design 
and functionality are proof of the unique AEbox 
concept's exceptional quality as an industrial 
design. Like all AEOS products, the AEbox is a 
model of advanced styling and functionality. The 
AEbox is available for 3 and 4 AEpacks.

Clear status display
The status LEDs are displayed in the AEbox screen, 
providing a clear and comprehensive indication of 
each module's status. As the screen provides an 
at-a-glance display of the modules' configuration 
status, there is no need to open the AEbox in order 
to test module functionality by hand.

Secure
A tamper switch protects the AEbox against 
unauthorized access to the installed hardware. 

Scalability
The unique modular architecture used for AEOS 
results in optimum scalability, which makes AEOS 
a perfect-fit solution for literally any desired 
level of security and size of system. This applies 
to both the software and hardware components. 
The intelligent network architecture allows you 
to expand the system or implement phased 
upgrades to increase the level of security easily 
and whenever you want, without being hampered 
by system constraints. 

AEbox

Winner of international awards for design and 
functionality

Available for 3 and 4 AEpacks

100% sabotage-proof

The AEbox is the modern, streamlined housing for the various AEpack 
modules used for AEOS security management. Like all AEOS products, the 
AEbox is a model of advanced styling and functionality.
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UPS functionality
The AEbox is prepared for an add-on UPS 
emergency power supply set (2 x 12 VDC 7 Ah 
batteries). When the batteries are fully charged, 
this set provides emergency power for 

approximately 5 hours at maximum load (1.3 A). A 
special installation kit, the AX2004, is available for 
installing the back-up batteries in the AEbox.

Dimensions L x W x H: AEbox-3: 460 x 330 x 100 mm

L x W x H: AEbox-4: 585 x 330 x 100 mm

Weight Without AEpacks: AEbox-3: Approx. 4.2 kg

Without AEpacks: AEbox-4: Approx. 6.0 kg

Housing Aluminum and plastic
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AEbox-3 9835970

AEbox-4 9853170

AX2004 9839550 (battery mounting kit, suitable for AEbox installation)
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